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ISSUE

Byletter dated October 24,2007, the State Controller's Office (SCO) provided a schedule of
agencies and transit operators eligible to receive bond funds available from the
Proposition 1B Public Transportation Modernization, Improvement and Service
Enhancement Account (PTMISEA). The SCO's letter also provided a schedule of the bond
fund amounts available to the eligible agencies and transit operators from the
fiscal year (FY)2007-08 appropriation in the Budget Act of 2007. The SCO has determined
the amounts statewide according to State Transit Assistance (STA)formulas pursuant to
Sections of99313 and 99314 of the Public Utilities Code (PDq. These bond funds are not
STA funds. The bond-implementing legislation, however, lays out in a very straightforward
manner how the SCO is to use STA formulas to determine individual agency and operator
amounts. Nevertheless, our Los Angeles County Municipal Operators (Munis) believe that
the SCO should have determined Prop 1B PTMISEA/99314 operator revenue share amounts
according to the Formula Allocation Procedure (FAP) used to allocate STA funds to them and
Metro.
BACKGROUND

The Munis, through the Bus Operating Subcommittee Chair, have requested by letter dated
October 25,2007, that we request the SCO to use the FAP in determining Prop 1B
PTMISEA/99314 operator revenue share amounts in Los Angeles County. In response, we
have asked County Counsel to review the request and give a legal opinion to us as to the
authority Metro would have to approach the SCO with such a request and the latitude that the
SCO would have to determine the bond amounts other than what is specifically prescribed by
law. County Counsel has prepared a written response and will provide that response to the
Board of Directors separately. From discussions with County Counsel, we understand that

Metro has no legal authority to request that the sca use the FAP on bond amounts for
Los Angeles County operators. Furthermore, we understand that the SCO has no discretion
at all to use an allocation formula different from the STA revenue formula that statute
reqUIres.
We also have contacted SCO staff to discuss the matter with them. The SCO staff person was
unable to provide an immediate response and asked for a couple of days to consider the
issues. The sca staff person indicated that ifhis office cannot give us an administrative
response within a couple of days, they would have to secure their own legal opinion that
could take several months. The matter would have to be reviewed as to the statewide impact
of such a decision.
Bond-Implementing

Legislation Under GC Section 8879.5

Government Code (GC) Section 8879.55 requires that bond funds made available from the
Prop 1B PTMISEA, upon appropriation by the State Legislature for FY 2007-08, be allocated
to agencies and transit operators eligible to receive STA funds pursuant to
PUC Sections 99313 (population share) and 99314 (operator revenue share). Section 8879.55
further requires that the agencies and transit operators be provided "oo. with the same
proportional share of funds as the proportional share each received from the allocation of
State Transit Assistance funds, pursuant to Sections 99313 and 99314 of the Public Utilities
Code, over fiscal years 2004-05, 2005-06, and 2006-07." Eligible agencies and transit operators
may use the bond funds for transit capital projects, including a minimum operable segment
of a project, as specified by Prop 1B for the PTMISEA. Eligible agencies and transit operators
must request an allocation within two years of the appropriation, and they must obligate their
bond funds within three years of allocation.
The amount of funds for Section 8879.55 that the Governor approved in the State Budget for
FY 2007-08 is $600,000,000. (Prop 1B authorized a total of$3.6 billion for the PTMISEA and
subsequent annual amounts are subject to appropriation by the State Legislature.) From the
SCO's October 24th transmittal, we have learned that Metro, as the Section 99313 Regional
Entity, is eligible to apply for a total of $82,953,903 based on the population share. From the
same transmittal, sixteen operators in Los Angeles County (including Metro, the Southern
California Regional Rail Authority [SCRRA], Antelope Valley and others as shown in the
attachments to this Board Box item) are eligible to apply for their individual Prop 1B
PTMISEA/99314 operator revenue share amounts that total $100,120,285.
Comparison

of Prop 1B PTMISEA/99314

Amounts Using STA and FAP Formulas

Several Board Members and the Munis have asked us to provide them with charts that would
compare Prop 1B PTMISEA/99314 operator revenue share amounts for eligible Los Angeles
County operators. The charts requested would help identify what the differences would be if
the FAP would be used instead of the sca's application of the STA revenue formula.
Attached are two scenario charts that compare Prop 1B PTMISEA/99314 operator revenue
share amounts for eligible Los Angeles County operators as identified by the SCO. Both
compare individual operator amounts, using the SCO's STA revenue formula ("STA
Allocation Basis" column) and using the Los Angeles County FAP ("FAP Formula Basis"
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column). The sca has used the STA revenue formula as required by GC Section 8879.55,
and the sca expects to be issuing individual warrants to each eligible operator against the
determined amounts, once Caltrans approves project descriptions from each operator. The
Munis would prefer that the FAP be applied to determine Prop 1B PTMISEA/99314 operator
revenue share amounts and that the SCO still issue individual warrants to each operator
against the FAP-determined amounts. Recently, the Munis have asked Metro to instruct the
sca to employ the FAP formula on the bond funds. Previously, the Munis requested during
the drafting of bond-implementing legislation that Metro have no role in allocating and
distributing Prop 1B PTMISEA/99314 operator revenue share amounts.
Under the Scenario 1 chart, we have assumed that the FAP would be strictly applied so that
the SCRRA and Antelope Valley would receive no allocation of the bond funds. The SCRRA
and Antelope Valley did not receive STA funds in FYs 2004-05, 2005-06, and 2006-07, and
their STA amounts as determined by the SCO were distributed instead to Metro and the other
STA-eligible operators in Los Angeles County under the FAP. However, the SCRRA and
Antelope Valley each were compensated equitably with other regional funds in FYs 2004-05,
2005-06, and 2006-07. The Scenario 1 chart also shows that Metro would lose an estimated
$4.2 million in FY 2007-08 (and an estimated total loss of $25.5 million over six years), if the
FAP were used to determine bond fund shares.
Under the Scenario 2 chart, we have assumed that the FAP would be applied to an amount
less those amounts that the SCO has identified for the SCRRA and Antelope Valley. The
sca listed the SCRRA and Antelope Valley as eligible recipients of the bond funds, assuming
that the SCRRA and Antelope Valley received the STA funds that the sca allocated to them
in FYs 2004-05, 2005-06, and 2006-07. Having no authority to compensate the SCRRA and
Antelope Valley with regional funds, as we do for redistributing their STA funds, we have
assumed that the SCRRA and Antelope Valley would keep their SCO-determined amounts.
The Scenario 2 chart also shows that Metro would lose an estimated $9.5 million in
FY 2007-08 (and an estimated total loss of$56.8 million over six years), if the SCO used the
FAP to determine bond fund shares.
In both scenarios, if the FAP were to be applied to determine bond fund shares for Los
Angeles County operators, we would expect that Metro would lose bond funding that we
planned to use for the bus procurement, Union Bus Division and/or the Wilshire Bus Rapid
Transit projects. We also would expect that the loss of bond funding for Metro would further
impact funding plans for the Crenshaw Transit Corridor, Exposition Light Rail Transit
Phase I and Phase II, and/or San Fernando Valley North-South projects, as we would need to
reassess and reprogram all currently programmed funding to compensate for any bond
funding lost.
NEXT STEPS
With Board approval of our programming recommendation for projects described in Board
Report No.8 for the 2008 State Transportation Improvement Program, which is on the
November 2007 Board meeting agenda, we will proceed to submit project applications against
Metro's Prop 1B PTMISEA/99314 operator revenue share amount. Project sponsors are
required to submit their project applications to Caltrans by December 14, 2007 and
April 30, 2008.
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AlTACHMENTS

A. PTMISEA 99314/0perator Share - STA/FAP Comparison - Scenario 1 Chart
B. PTMISEA 99314/0perator Share - STA/FAP Comparison - Scenario 2 Chart
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*For Metro, $4.2 million annual loss (with $25.5 million potential loss over six years) due to use of FAP formula
may initially impact PTMISEA bond funding for bus procurement, Union Bus Division, and/or Wilshire BRT
projects as well as secondarily impact Crenshaw Corridor, Expo LRT Phases I and II, and/or San Fernando
Valley North-South projects.
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*For Metro, $9.5 million annual loss (with $56.8 million potential loss over six years) due to use of FAP formula
may initially impact PTMISEA bond funding for bus procurement, Union Bus Division, and/or Wilshire BRT
projects as well as secondarily impact Crenshaw Corridor, Expo LRT Phases I and II, and/or San Fernando
Valley North-South projects.
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